We indoor growers have to make the most of our lights. HID lights are the life-givers,
our private indoor "suns" - without them there would be very little growth in our
growrooms. What an incredible invention! And the best thing is we all have easy
access to them. What separates the men from the boys is what we do with them.
his leads us neatly on to the Jupiter 2 light mover one of the most cunning tricks up an expert grower's
sleeve. The Jupiter 2 light mover is a very clever
piece of kit. Essentially, as its name strongly
suggests, it moves your lights back and forth along a rail. But
this brings far more benefits to your growroom than just a cool
looking UFO-like light hovering over your plants … as we shall
see!
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There is a common misconception that a light mover's only
purpose is that of reducing the amount of grow lights used, but
there is a whole lot more science behind it than that.
The Jupiter 2 light mover is a world leader of light mover
technology servicing the hydroponics industry. Having been
manufactured now for over 18 years and distributed throughout
Australia, New Zealand and the UK, the Jupiter 2
has passed the test regarding quality and reliability. It has been
designed to an exacting specification using only the highest
quality components, from the Swiss manufactured
motor/gearbox down to the ROHS compliant electronic delay
system.

But hang on, what's wrong
with stationary lights?
Stationary lights create shading under the canopy due to light
being absorbed by the top leaves. This causes a colour
spectrum shift under the canopy producing leggy growth
profiles. Uneven distribution of light energy causes plants to
bend towards the highest point of light intensity, resulting in
poor growth in the remaining areas.
Essentially, some of your plants risk ending up
being too far from their light source, and some will
inevitably end up too close and burning the top
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foliage. 1000 Watt lights are particularly fierce in this respect and
benefit particularly well from being mounted on a Jupiter 2 light
mover.

How does a Jupiter 2
light mover help?
Moving back and forth, allows a full spectrum of light to
penetrate the plant canopy to underlying regions, eliminating
permanent shadow areas. The angle of light incidence
continuously changes, allowing increased light energy to reach
a larger leaf surface area resulting in a healthy, natural and
even growth profile.
Your lights are not stationary - so they are not creating
hotspots. Not only can you safely get your lights closer to your
plants, but you can cover a greater area with your lights.
Energy is precious! Forgetting the heat problems and
additional extraction requirements that adding extra lights
usually causes, the jump in your electricity will also comprise
another nasty side-effect! Using a Jupiter 2 light mover allows
you to grow more plants without adding more energy hungry
lights! The Jupiter 2's motor uses just 2.5 extra Watts!
A quick eyeball of the Jupiter 2 will reveal that it has been
cleverly engineered so that it will last for many years of hassle
free service. The ozone, UV proof drive wheel is manufactured
from ozone and UV proof PVC nitrile and is the largest and
most durable on the market today. The Jupiter 2 carries the CE
and C Tick electrical safety certification required for the
Australian and European markets and is ROHS compliant
meaning it contains no toxic material like lead or cadmium.
Overall, the light mover is the toughest on the market in the
world today, designed as a modular unit which can
be scaled up as your garden
expands - which it
will!

The Jupiter 2 light mover is the only mover on the market that can
move 6 lights.
There are many figures being discussed as to the yield figures you
should expect when using light movers. How many lamps can be
reduced whilst expecting the same, or greater output figures but
the discussions should also factor in the science of the
distribution of light quality above and below the plant canopy.
First of all let's examine the efficiency and reliability of the Jupiter
2 light mover. If they didn't work the Jupiter 2 would have crashed
years ago. It has remained in orbit now for 18 years
which is a real feat in itself.
We feel that it would be fair to say that you should expect a
minimum 20% rise in yield, if you stay within certain parameters in
regards to how far each lamp is moved etc. The highest figures
will be achieved if you move the lamps only up to one metre. It
doesn't sound like much, but testing has proven that this works
the best.

What type of reflectors should be used?
The whole purpose of using a light mover is to increase the penetration
and distribution of full spectrum light above and below the plant canopy.
Therefore it makes good sense to use reflectors that concentrate the
beam of light straight down. A good comparison can be seen by
shining a Mag Light (those torches with the adjustable beam) onto the
ceiling, you can adjust the focusing to make a beam of higher intensity
which travels further but doesn't spread out or you can do the opposite
- a wider beam with lower intensity, typical of China man's hat type
reflectors. Even though this type of reflector will work it is definitely not
the best choice. For maximum penetration use a closed end, horizontal
globe mount reflector.

Why you need to make the most of artificial light?
Artificial light intensity reduces quickly the greater the distance from the
lamp. This can easily been seen in night time photos, taken using a
flash. Everything looks fine in the foreground but fades to darkness in
the background. In the grow room, even though it may appear light
enough below the canopy to our eyes, the intensity of the light is
insufficient to support reasonable growth patterns, for reasons as
explained previously. The measured luminous flux density from a point
light source decreases along any line from the source. It falls in inverse
proportion to the square of the relative distance. An illuminance
measurement two metres from the light source will be a quarter of the
measurement one metre from the source. A low blue and red to far red
ratio below the canopy will result in leggy growth patterns whereas a
balanced red to far red ratio will give healthy, even growth patterns.
The energy twice as far from the source is spread over four times the
area, hence a quarter of the intensity.

Kit 1. The most popular model
in the
Jupiter 2 range.
Comes with:
1 x variable time delay motor
1 x 2 mtr track

Kit 2. By attaching a 2 mtr
crossbar to the motor unit it is
possible to carry up to 3 lamps.
Comes with:
1 x variable time delay motor
1 x 2 mtr track
1 x 2 mtr track crossbar

Kit 3. By attaching a pushrod
and jockey wheel assembly to
the motor unit it is possible to
move 2 lamps in line with the
track.

Configuring your Jupiter 2
You can use Jupiter 2 light movers in a number of configurations. It's
probably best to discuss your needs with your retailer or contact
info@jupiter2lightmover.com and choose the one most suitable for your
set up. Always try to concentrate the light in your grow room to the
immediate growing area by making use of panels made from a good
reflective surface such as mylar. The panels can be portable so that you
can move them out of the way when tending plants.

Why you can rely on Jupiter 2
Sealed bearing type jockey wheels load rated at 35kg each.
Drive wheel - ozone & UV proof PVC nitrile bonded to zinc plated steel.
Powder coated steel chassis.
½'' steel axle running through oil impregnated bronze bush.
Fully sealed, Swiss manufactured heavy duty motor / gearbox.
Variable ROHS compliant Time Delay system.

If you need some help or have some questions please contact
Nico at info@jupiter2lightmovers.com as he has 25 years
of hydroponics experience under his belt.
* Please note, we do not sell direct to the public

www.jupiter2lightmover.com
UK Distributor: Maxigrow www.maxigrow.com

Comes with:
1 x variable time delay motor unit
2 x 2 mtr track
1 x pushrod assembly with jockey
wheel set
1 x spacer block assembly

Kit 4. The same set up as KIT 3 with
the addition of 2 x 2 mtr crossbars
making it possible to move up to 6
lamps. First crossbar is mounted
under the motor unit and the
second crossbar is mounted under
the jockey wheel set.
Comes with:
1 x variable time delay motor unit
2 x 2 mtr track
2 x 2 mtr crossbars
1 x 2 mtr pushrod assembly
with jockey wheel set
1 x mounting bolt

